MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Semester: Spring 2014

Course Number: BCL 7016 001       Call Number: 000105

Professor: Steiner
Credits: 3 Classroom
Primary Basis for the Grade: Tentatively exam; Letter graded
Prerequisites: Corporations I

Enrollment: Open
Meets Seminar Requirement? No
Meets Writing Requirement? No
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No
Meeting Times: Thursday, 3:05-5:50
Location: 100A

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

This course introduces students to the various legal problems surrounding corporate acquisitions, both from the perspective of the acquiring company and the company acquired. The course will also call on students to consider the policy problems raised by various aspects of mergers and acquisitions. In doing so, it will introduce students to basic corporate finance concepts necessary for an understanding of those problems. The course will not, however, presume any previous knowledge of either economics or finance theory.
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